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World of warcraft classic fishing leveling guide

I can appreciate how in-depth all of your WoWhead guides and will def use them when the classics come out! :D :D a wonderful Quissy guide :D! Thanks for the advice! I'll also mention that fishing is the most 'bottable' profession - so if you do fishing for gold, you should think twice because you have to compete with an army of fish bots. The reason for it is:1.
Low demand2. Easy to make bots and 3. Difficult to track bots (and ban accounts) as they don't need to go into the game and just look at the screen and click on the right pixel. So go fishing for fun or ask for help in leveling your other career and farm gold elsewhere and waiting for news about flat waves if it ever comes. Thanks for the advice! I'll also mention
that fishing is the most 'bottable' profession - so if you do fishing for gold, you should think twice because you have to compete with an army of fish bots. The reason for it is:1. Low demand2. Easy to make bots and 3. Difficult to track bots (and ban accounts) as they don't need to go into the game and just look at the screen and click on the right pixel. So go
fishing for fun or ask for help in leveling your other career and farm gold elsewhere and waiting for news about flat waves if it ever comes. Hey Quissy, all external images are insecurely linked. Can you update the link to use https? I think MOP exp is where it comes from, rafts are good though :-) I started fishing in vanilla when I was in the 10 or so level, but I
gave up quickly because all the bag space felt it was spent with the bank or AH was the only place to unload the fish later, if you were tight for space from the collection, or just trying to save the seller's trash on the level, fishing ability can feel like a burden. Having an alt bank, you can send them to a help storage, but you'll need to plan to fish a key part of
your playing session or it will be annoying. Worth it for cooking or making gold, but like any other profession you have to make time to level it or have no point using it. Would it be nice to see a minimum requirement table by zone - is there? Also, I'm fishing in classics and find that you can be on a good level over 75 pairs of professional fishing for. WoW
Classic This is the only Wow Classic guide that is not in the classicwow standard format 'guide name here', should not be called a professional pair of classic WoW fishing ? I have tried to farm this item but am not sure if it is available yet. The guide may need to be updated to reflect that: Can't confirm the authenticity of all items, but I discovered when I went
fishing in the Redridge Mountains - and found that the required skills of 55 from the list were correct :) I wondered when the time it took to get a certain point on your fishing skills varies by area. For example, my fishing skills is 200, I fish in Desolace, and it seems that I get one fishing level for every 5 fish caught. Can I get one point per fish? What happens if I
go to the higher level zone? What are the factors? I wonder how the time it takes to get a certain point on your fishing skills varies by area. For example, my fishing skills is 200, I fish in Desolace, and it seems that I get one fishing level for every 5 fish caught. Can I get one point per fish? What happens if I go to the higher level zone? What are the factors?
Awesome skill range for table zone, the single most important thing in the fishing guide. For example, don't try to fish in Stranglethorn Vale, starting from 150, the rate of failure is murder, I just want to add that the guide recommends fishing in Ironforge 50-75, but for some reason you can't fish in Ironforge. Is there a list of which types of fish will give you an
increased skill percentage based on your current level? It would be nice to see something like trying to fish for a raw feathered catfish 125 - 150 and then fish for mithril raw head trout from 150 to 175. 62 51 Feralas Ahi / way Swamp of Sorrows 90 72 Misty Reed Mahi Mahi / way Desolace 25 77 Sar'theris Striker / way Stranglethorn Vale 33 32 Savage Coast
Blue Sailfin My comments on leveling from 225 -300 (In 25-300 extreme quest anglers:I already have my Nat Pagle's Extreme Angler FC-5000 fishing cane to make it easier to get a stack of 20 x Bright Baubles and thanks to my alt engineer a good pile of 15 x Aquadynamic fish attracted ... to fer Why, if you go to The Twin Colossals, you can easily walk from
225 to 260 in a small pond on the side of the road where Rexxar disappears, and then walk a few yards up the road and go to the Jademir Lake area to level the rest up to 300. For example, server moments when both fish are available at the same time and unlike many shores or rivers, there are no reptiles that will bother you while you fish like crocodiles or
murlocs... but watch out for Jademir Dragonkin near the lake if you are low! They will kill you in just one hit. I did this with my lvl 59 hunter, Twin Colossals: I was there fishing using FC-5000 with baubles until I hit 260 because when I moved to a higher level area I wanted to increase the use of Aquadynamic mules because the duration would have been
shorter to get tons of Raw Redgill, some Blackmouth oil, and some raw Mithril head trout. When you hit 260 move to Lake Jademir and you have to use aquadynamic fish attractor all the way to at least 280 or it will fail every time you throw a line. When you hit 280, you will be able to use cubes. Don't worry if you see Your fish escaped. A lot of contact (and
this will happen for both the cube and the attracter). The server seems to be trying to annoy you to see if you resign. Just keep going and it will come back for you to catch. In this area you can get a lot of raw whitescale salmon, raw Redgill intermittently, but you can get lightning eels and armor-plated fish. Save them because you need 30 of each for writ
artisan quests - lightning eels and Writ artisans - armored fish impregnated in eastern plague. I was lucky that I got more plated armour than I needed while leveling up to 300 and I only had 1 eel to finish 30.As I hit 300 and after catching more than 580 fish I received (including two places):1 x 34 lbs Redgill1 x 40 lbs Grouper1 x Superior Mana Potion2 x 2 x
Bloated Red edgill2 6 x Raw Mithril Trout Head29 Lightning Eel38 x It Blackmouth82 x Raw Nightfin Snapper86 x Raw Salmon Sage97 x Raw White Scale Salmon 167 x Raw RedgillMy Pet Cat will have fish to eat for a long time :-) Why old man Heming explained near the pier? It's Butki Bay. Actually, he's far from where you disembark, down near the auction
house and the bank will share his own experience with the final push from 225 to 300, the hint of musclefollower is very sound: you can get plenty of precious fish (Nightfin Snapper and Lightning Eels in particular - Blackmouth, it and Sunscal salmon to a lesser extent) to make a return based on the time it's worth. The only problem is trying to fish Lake
Jademir too soon and get an actor. Lost Fish A lot (425 skills for no get-aways) time is money, buddy! Key difference: The Azshara Coast (Southridge Beach/Strand Crack) has the highest escaping level of 300 relief easily, too. Baubles and (later) Nightcrawlers or Shiny Baubles (no need to lure too much beyond the skills you need - better lure, unequal,
better grip, and excess skills above the receiving cap were wasted); The real money-producing area in Azshara is the bay of the storm/cave sub-district of Hetaera / Scalebeard, which requires 330 skills just to put hooks in the water, and the journey can take place up to 425 skills (such as Jademir Lake in Feralas), just in easier coastal waters near the beach
or a little in the bay (but don't label the Bay of Storms above your small map). For the leveling process, you can rake in a mix of Firefin Snapper, Stonescale Eel and Winter Squid/Summer Bass (depending on the season). As an additional bonus, one of the six patches of water element in the zone can be fishing with lower skill requirements (not the bay of
storms). So I fished next to that spawning spot. The patch allows 2-4 castings (including get-aways) with 1 essence of water, 1-3 elemental water, or 1-2 orbs of water per catch, and each patch has its own respawn timer from 1-3 hours. It takes 618 catches (out of a total of 1,242 to the level from 1-300, so this is half of all efforts) to levels from 225 to 300 over
about 4 hours from 0830-1230:Raw Glossy Mightfish (45) vendors - At 6c each (personally, I cook them for +10 stam buff food)Firefin Snapper (53) - sold in AH at 30s each stone scale eel (62) - sold in AH at 1g75s each, Winter Squid (71) - Cook the grilled squid and sell it in AH at 75s each. Chest locks (2) - consisting of 1 Bolt of Magewe 1- 2 thick leather,
or 1-2 jagged leather - just chuck 'emLastly, I can fish three patches of elemental water (13 handles), Yield: After seller and ah sales, 4 hours net about 290 grams. Not shabby at all while leveling fishing skills - and the yield is even better in Storm Bay, now I'm at the highest level. One recent general comment about fishing and the frequency of skill increases:
as a rule of thumb breaks your skill level by 25, then minus 2 - this will be the average catch number to take up skill (minimum 1 catch, maximum 10), so at skill level 100 it takes 2 catches on average (100/25 - 2 = 2 = 2= 2); Two previous arrests or maybe a later catch. Later on, i'
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